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Webinar Logistics

 This call is being recorded and access to the listening file will 

be shared with you.

 A copy of the presentation will also be shared.

 When not participating in the dialogue, please mute your lines.

 Please do not place your line on hold (no matter how lovely 

your hold music may be)

 Feel free to type thoughts and questions in the chat box at 

anytime!



The Challenge -

Broadening the Scope of 21st Century Agriculture

& Building the Talent Pipeline

 Where innovation, technology and production drive the research 

frontier on food, water and clean energy. 

 At its nexus is the biobased economy, where the programs of the 

BIB Consortium have dedicated leadership and resources.

 With fewer jobs and more specialized skills, the BIB Consortium 

must prepare students to be qualified and competitive with a 

combination of the essential (soft skills) and technical skills 

companies are seeking for optimal productivity and growth 

across sectors.



Southern Illinois’ Competitiveness

The BIB Consortium has dedicated programs, leadership and 
resources to help build the talent pipeline to span across all 
sectors serving a 21st Century Ag economy in the Midwest.

Illinois industry interviewed as part of bio-based economy:

Biofuel Ethanol plants

Biobased Products & Green biologics

Chemical plants

Distilleries

Advanced Manufacturing

Water Quality and Waste Water Management



Our Message..

 Training certificates, associates degrees and a bachelor of 

science degree in integrative studies

 A foundation for career laddering opportunities 

 Enable businesses to grow their talent base and capitalize 

on emerging opportunities

 Programs in biofuels, bio-based products, best practices in 

land use, water quality & waste water management, 

restoration ecology and process operations technology



Framing BIB Consortium’s Role Supporting the 

Midwest in bioeconomy

 Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota and Nebraska are the lead 

states in ethanol production with spin offs in the bio-

economy

 companies are recruiting from other states in the 

Midwest 

 Industry interviews an opportunity to showcase and 

market SIUE’s BS in Integrative Studies, verify 

fermentation science as meeting demand

 Introduce the Online Biofuels course at SIC and the 

applied experience provided by NCERC and ERTC to 

these companies



Index of 17 Companies Interviewed:

• Al Corn Clean Ethanol, MN

• Amsted Rail, Granite City, Il

• Anheuser Busch, St Louis, MO

• Agricultural Utilization 
Research Institute (AURI), MN

• Bio Amber, MN/Canada

• Bunge, MO/Il

• Center Ethanol, Il

• Central MN Renewables, Green 
Biologics, MN 

• Chippewa Valley Ethanol, MN

• Heidtman Steel, Il

• Illinois American Water, Il

• Jost Chemical, Il

• Kraft Heinz, Il

• NatureWorks LLC, MN

• NatureWorks/Cargill Ethanol 

Plant, NE

• SunCoke, Il

• Solvay Florides Chemical, Il 



Overview of Interview Process

 SIUE and CSW teams in 4 states with 17 companies  

10 Categories of Analysis: 

 Industry type; company size; employee count

 Occupations- Entry level, mid-level, high level jobs; occupational 

challenges; hard to fill occupations

 Competencies and skills in demand

 Education required - training/ upskilling goals/ 

internships/apprenticeships

 Credentials; career ladders and pathways

 Performance and testing

 Partnerships

 Recruitment; Retirement; Hiring and Benefits

 Jobs of the future

 Policy concerns



Key Takeaways -

 Building the talent pipeline for the Midwest seen as a positive 

 Fermentation science, instrumentation, and data analytics are 
competencies in demand, valued by a majority of employers 
interviewed and seen as welcome investment for industry, students and 
workers upskilling their credentials

 Work based learning environments reveal “the ability to learn and the 
desire to work” –the mantra of employers in search of entry level 
workers

 Safety as process and practice is emphasized across the board

 Communication skills (verbal, written, digital); problem solving 
and team work are universally identified as ESSENTIAL

 If a candidate had these skills then they are teachable – and OJT would 
teach the technology



Key Quote for Middle Skill Occupations and Higher…

“We want dreamers and doers”



Portrait of Group 1 - Five Advanced Manufacturers                               

(Steel, Ag and Food Processing)

 Union shops

 Entry level requires a GED & passing drug test 

 Employers supports: Full benefits, Tuition reimbursement, 

Industry recognized credentials

 A growing demand for skills in robotics and mekatronics

 Entry level occupation wages ranged from $18 to $20 dollars an 

hour for operators; $22 - $25 for more skilled work such as 

Technicians/ Mechanics;$28 or higher for managers.



Group 1 - Steel, Ag and Food Processing

 Competencies most referenced are math skills, 

digital literacy/instrumentation, mechanical and 

electrical and transferable skills

 Essential soft skills are communication, problem 

solving and team work

 None mentioned having hard to fill occupations



Group 1- Key Observations

 Bunge’s talent search profile explicitly looks for 

candidates with a bachelor’s degree and the skills 

required to communicate effectively with farmers and 

also understand business

 These skills matter more than the degree

 Jobs of the future referenced include LOGISTICS, and 

science training in Organics and Green Chemistry



Portrait of Group 2 - Four+ Ethanol Plants 

and One Water Municipality

 Staffing operations are lean at these ethanol plants, ranging from 35 to 50.

 Hiring plant operators (laborers) preoccupied each company. 

 Focused on finding entry level workers that are teachable, willing to work 

hard, including long shifts and overtime.

 A High School diploma is all they require now

 Historically majority of applicants had a bachelors degree.

 Greater emphasis put on essential “soft” skills 

 Reliability, good communication, problem solving, and team work.

 Average starting wage ranged from $15.00 to $20.00 hour with 10-12 hr shifts 

and full benefits. 

 Only two of four plants exclusively produce ethanol and they are “always 

looking for the bottom tier.”



Group 2 - Recruitment, Retirement, Policy -

 Recruitment & retirement are big issues -

challenging 3 out of 4 companies

With lean operations, each employee is training 

their replacement all the time

 Job growth is connected to two policy concerns: 

1. Support for E15 deregulation that would depend 

on revaluing carbon outputs 

2. Immigrant ban impacting their access 

to rural workers



Group 2 - Education
 Basic knowledge of fluid conversion, weights and measures; 

knowledge of science, business and marketing. 

 Greater interest expressed in Associates and Bachelor degrees

 Knowledge of fermentation science, microbiology, and green 
chemistry 

 Occupational interests and laddering with competencies 
preferred include:

 fermentation science, programming skills, micro biology and 
statistics

 The future potential is in green chemicals

“[there will be] more fermentation jobs – we are on the cusp of a 
huge fermentation game changer!”

- plant manager in Blair Nebraska 



Group 2- Key Observations 

 Work at Ethanol plants still seen as Manufacturing jobs –
not jobs of the future

 For every plant, standard practice is OJT.  

 While most companies provide support for employee tuition 
reimbursement, they are thinking more about filling the jobs 
than the equity issues related to training and upskilling that 
is NOT tied to stackable credentials or recognized career 
laddering.  

 Addressing this would strengthen the talent pipeline and 
longer term, worker occupation and income security.



Portrait of Group 3 – 7+ Biobased companies 

(+2 Chemical Plants,1 Distillery, 1 R&D)

 Anheuser Bush distillery and 2 chemical plants in the labor 

shed of SIUE 

 2 Biobased companies & R&D institute – Minnesota & 

Nebraska

 Producing:   Succinic Acid, NButirol, Acetone, Polylactic Acid 

(PLA), Inorganic Salts and Hydro-florides

 All companies in this group emphasized 

post-secondary education requirements



Staffing, Hiring, Education and Skills

 Companies staffing ranged from 28 to 306 for 2 chemical companies; 

Anheuser Bush with 1,086 employees 

 Occupations rely more on the sciences: 

 Bachelors of Science degrees in Engineering, Chemistry, and Micro-

biology. Occupations were not identified as hard to fill but certain skills 

were. 

 Emphasis on leadership, business, marketing and communication skills 

& MBAs: 

 Leadership skills tied to the essential skills

 Moving up the occupation ladder requires critical thinking skills, where 

decision making is nuanced 

 Creating interdisciplinary teams is identified as a challenge.



Recruitment and Retirement

Recruitment at Jost Chemical ranged from pulling talent away from other chemical 

companies or BioTech firms to resources such as:

 Aero Tech Temp Agency, Craigs list, Rankin Tech job boards and specific recruitment 

with Lewis and Clark programs.  

 For Engineers, Jost promotes their company at Missouri State (Rala).

 Minnesota Bio company identified INDEED, Monster and LinkedIn for Engineers to 

post professional jobs.

Retirement was mentioned as an issue with 10 of the 17 companies however 

within the Bio sector responses varied.  

 For the Agricultural Utilization Research Institute of MN, capturing the talent of 

retirees has proven valuable because of the lack of young talent.

 One company producing both ethanol and polymers, expects a 10% turnover in 

the next five years on the one hand and a labor shortage due to impact of 

immigrant policy.



Key Takeaways –

 Prime occupational challenge identified in the bio research area:

 Finding generalists and specialists to cross boundaries. 

 Biobased product companies are seeking capacity for:

 interdisciplinary thinking and decision making 

 innovation related to jobs of the future

 As innovation seeking companies, this group of employers were the most inspired 
about jobs of the future

 Notable Quotes:

 “having high level of risk tolerance or defining a problem as you go”

 “trouble shooting skills related to making decisions”

 “excellent communicators able to speak English clearly”

 “Conversion is the path forward – by recreating the value chains that used to 
depend on fossil fuels.”



SIUE Survey Data Analysis
Occupations covering all three groups of employers
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Skilled Trade Positions

Electricians (3 out of 4)

Pipefitters (2)

Machinists (2)

Welder

Plumber

Millwright



Engineers

Chemical (3 out of 10)

Electrical (2)

 Industrial (2)

Mechanical (2)

Process (2)

Ceramics

Civil

Controls

Environmental

Production

Structural



Scientists

Chemists (7 out of 9)

Biologists (2)

Plant science

Microbiologists

Metallurgists

Meat science

Food science

Biochemists



Essential Skills (N= 17)
communication 10 59%

team work 9 53%

problem solving 8 47%

work ethic 6 35%

teachable 5 29%

decision making 4 24%

initiative 3 18%

creative/innovative/curious 2 12%

detail oriented 1 6%

leadership 1 6%

logical 1 6%

multitasking 1 6%

soft skills 1 6%



Technical Skills (N= 15)
digital literacy 4 27%

fermentation science 4 27%

math 4 27%

data/digital control systems 4 27%

electrical 3 20%

microbiology 3 20%

instrumentation 2 13%

mechanical 2 13%

chemistry 2 13%

computer science/programming 2 13%

fluid transfer 1 7%

HPLC 1 7%

lab tech 1 7%

manufacturing 1 7%

quality assurance 1 7%

statistics 1 7%

trade skills 1 7%

welding 1 7%



Remember:

Save the Date for next Webinar 

Date: Thursday, July 20, 2017, at 10am Central.

MINNESOTA’S PIPELINE PROJECT

Speaker: Heather McGannon serves as the Director of 

Projects and Planning for the Minnesota Department of Labor 

and Industry.



Thank you

Burke Murphy and Kysha Frazier


